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Abstract: High-resolution solid-state NMR techniques were used to investigate the surface structure of Cab-O-Sil
fumed silica. 1H NMR results obtained from CRAMPS, MAS-only and relaxation studies reveal the existence of
both hydrogen-bonded silanols and isolated silanols on the Cab-O-Sil surface. A systematic dehydration study of
fumed silica was carried out, with results on the quantity of each type of silanol on the surface at various dehydration
stages. 29Si CP-MAS experiments, including CP spin dynamics studies and various other relaxation studies, were
employed to probe hydrogen bonding and the local structural environments of various hydroxyl groups of silica
surfaces.29Si CP-MAS experiments on water-treated and deuterium-exchanged Cab-O-Sil indicate the existence of
interparticle silanols and internal silanols in fumed silica.1H and29Si NMR show that for fumed silicaboth isolated
and hydrogen-bonded silanols are present on the surface of an untreated sample, in contrast to the case of silica gel,
whereall silanols of an untreated sample are hydrogen bonded.

Introduction

Cab-O-Sil fumed silica,1 which is produced at high temper-
ature by the hydrolysis of silicon tetrachloride vapor in a flame
of hydrogen and oxygen, is a nonporous, amorphous silica with
high purity (>99.8% SiO2). It has unique particle character-
istics, such as extremely small particle size, very high surface
area and chain-forming tendencies. The amorphous nature of
Cab-O-Sil is caused by extremely rapid cooling of the silica
aggregates, which takes place in a few thousandths of a second.
The true density of the aggregate is 2.20 g/cm3, but the bulk
density of unpressed Cab-O-Sil silica is much lower, ap-
proximately 0.032 g/cm3.1

Because the widespread utility of amorphous silicas, e.g., in
sorption, heterogeneous catalysis, and composite materials, is
largely a result of their surface properties, studies of the
structures, chemistry, and properties of a variety of fumed silica
surfaces have been carried out by many researchers for many
years.2-52 Careful analysis by a variety of methods has shown

that the surface reactivity of a silica depends substantially on
the quantity and structural environment of its surface hydroxyl
groups, which in turn depend on the origin of the silica and its
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storage and treatment conditions.53 The most widely employed
methods of investigation have been the following: IR,2-27,30,31,36

sometimes with a variety of chemical probes;6,8,16,22,24NMR;28-39

and adsorption techniques.12,19,20,25,26,31,38,39,42,51

In spite of the extensive experimental data reported on fumed
silica surfaces, a compelling, comprehensive consensus has not
yet been reached on important surface chemical details. It has
been reported that silanol groups on the fumed silica surface
are predominantly isolated from each other, i.e., not hydrogen
bonded.27 These isolated silanols were viewed as randomly
distributed by Burneau and co-workers7 and as uniformly
distributed by Pavlov and Tertykh.14 Morrow and McFerhan3

recently identified two types of isolated silanol sites on an
Aerosil fumed silica surface following vacuum activation at
about 450°C. One of these two types of OH groups is reported
to be truly isolated, whereas the other type was described as a
weakly interacting “vicinal” type. At about the same time, a
structural model of fumed silica was postulated on the basis of
X-ray data.41 According to that model, hydrogen bonding
occurs among the entire set, or a large fraction, of the silanols
of the fumed silica surface. The Aerosil fumed silica surface
is pictured by Barby54 as having about equal numbers of
“isolated” silanols and of “hydrogen-bonded” pairs of silanols.
Questions related to the mechanism of dehydration and rehy-
dration of the fumed silica surface also have not been answered
to a substantial level of agreement among researchers.47,48

One of the most informative methods of studying silica and
aluminosilicate structures has been high-resolution solid-state
29Si NMR spectroscopy, but solid-state NMR techniques have
been applied much less to fumed silica systems than to silica
gels or precipitated silica systems. The use of29Si NMR,
especially with cross polarization (CP)55 and magic-angle
spinning (MAS),56 for the study of silica surfaces was demon-
strated on silica gel by Maciel and Sindorf,57-63 who made use
of separate signals for single silanols and geminal silanols. CP-
MAS 29Si NMR spectra of Aerosil fumed silica have also been
obtained and interpreted in a similar way.37 Details of CP
dynamics and relaxation properties in29Si CP-MAS studies, as
well as high-resolution1H NMR studies, have provided
important details on the surface structures of silica gel.58-70

However, a comprehensive29Si NMR study, in which CP
dynamics and/or various relaxation issues are used to elucidate

surface details, has not been published on fumed silica. There
have been only two published reports on fumed silica that have
involved solid-state1H NMR techniques,35,37 both of which
described studies of the dehydration and rehydration of Aerosil
silica. The results of these two studies are not in agreement
with each other, and the assignments of various peaks in the
1H NMR spectra have remained unclear.
The syntheses of sol-gel silica (i.e., silica gel) and fumed

silica (e.g., Cab-O-Sil) are totally different, and these two types
of materials are used in different application areas. It is
scientifically interesting and technologically important to com-
pare the surface structures and properties of silica gels and
fumed silica systems. On the basis of the extensive and
successful solid-state NMR work carried out on silica gels, it
would seem that many promising NMR techniques that could
be used had not yet been utilized, prior to the present study, to
investigate the surface structure of fumed silica. Hence, in the
study reported here we have investigated the surface of Cab-
O-Sil fumed silicas by a variety of solid-state NMR techniques;
and we compare some of the results with those previously
reported,58-70 or determined in this study, on silica gels.

Experimental Section

NMR Experiments. Proton spectra obtained by the CRAMPS
technique64,71 and by single-pulse (MAS-only) experiments were
performed at 360 MHz on a severely modified Nicolet NT-360
spectrometer. In the CRAMPS experiments, the BR-24 pulse sequence
was used, with a 90° pulse length of 1.1-1.2 µs and a pulse spacing
of 3.0µs; magic-angle spinning employed a spinner based on the design
of Gay72 and operated at speeds of 1.5-2.0 kHz. Data sizes were 256
points; recycle delays were 3 s for almost all the samples.
In each proton CRAMPS experiment, approximately 20-30 mg of

the Cab-O-Sil sample was loaded in a 5-mm thin-wall NMR tube with
a sample depth of 8-10 mm. This sample size was chosen to yield
the best signal-to-noise ratio without suffering a loss of spectral
resolution. The sample tube was sealed under vacuum, if external
moisture was to be excluded.
The MAS spinning system used in the MAS-only experiments of

this study was based on the design of a high-speed/variable-temperature
MAS system, using a 4-mm pencil-type zirconia rotor that was
developed by Chemagnetics, with air as both the drive and bearing
gases. Approximately 20-30 mg of Cab-O-Sil silica was loaded into
the rotor, with a tightly fit rotor cap made of Kel-F to exclude outside
moisture and avoid spinning off physisorbed water during MAS (Vide
infra). The effectiveness of these rotor caps was judged on the basis
that the physisorbed water peak intensity in the1H spectrum of an
untreated Cab-O-Sil sample was found to change little, and no water
peak was introduced into the1H spectra of dehydrated samples, after
overnight spinning with the cap on. Proton chemical shifts were
determined by referencing, via sample substitution, to the1H peak of
tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)methane (TTMSM) and are reported here relative
to tetramethylsilane (TMS) at 0.0 ppm.

29Si NMR spectra were obtained on a heavily modified Nicolet NT-
200 spectrometer (with a29Si Larmor frequency of 39.75 MHz), in
most cases with high-power proton decoupling and1H-29Si cross
polarization. The MAS speed was kept constant at 1.6 kHz, unless
otherwise indicated in theResults and Discussionsection. Samples
studied by29Si NMR were loaded into 2.5 cm3MAS rotors of the Pencil
type (provided by Chemagnetics), employing Zirconia sleeves and
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tightly fitting Kel-F drive tips. TTMSM was used as an external
chemical shift reference (0.024 ppm relative to liquid TMS).
All peak intensities that are stated numerically or utilized to

determine a relaxation parameter were obtained from computer-
deconvoluted spectra. Most of these deconvolution/simulation spectra
are not shown in this paper, but are available elsewhere.73

Samples and Sample Pretreatments.Three grades of Cab-O-Sil
silicas, HS-5, M-5, and L-90, with surface areas of 325, 200, and 100
m2/g, respectively, were used. The samples referred to as being
“untreated” Cab-O-Sil were simply used as received from the supplier
(Cabot Corp.). The silica gel was Fisher S-679 from Fisher Scientific
(surface area: 456 m2/g).
Humidified samples were prepared by placing untreated silica in a

closed container containing an open vessel charged with a saturated
solution of NaOH in water at 25°C to control the humidity in a
reproducible manner. The water-treated samples were prepared by
slurrying the Cab-O-Sil with water first and then drying in air overnight
at room temperature.
To dehydrate a Cab-O-Sil silica, the sample was evacuated in a quartz

tube in a tube furnace at 3× 10-3 Torr at various specified temperatures
for various specified lengths of time, usually 6 h. All sample transfers
were executed in a glovebox to exclude atmospheric moisture. Samples
treated by this process are referred to here by a notation such as HS-
5(25 °C), etc., indicating evacuation of HS-5 at 25°C.
Each deuterium exchange was carried out at room temperature on a

2.0-g sample of the silica powder in a D2O-rinsed flask equipped with
a D2O-rinsed addition funnel filled with D2O. After 5 mL of the D2O
was added to the silica, stirring was continued for about 4 h before the
liquid was gradually evaporated under a 10-3-Torr vacuum at 25°C.
Once the D2O-exchanged silica was sufficiently dry to flow freely as
a powder, a second aliquot of D2O was added into the flask. This
procedure was repeated three times (four exchanges) without ever
opening the flask to air. After the final exchange, the sample was dried
at 10-3 Torr and 25°C with stirring of the powder for 12 h.

Results and Discussion

1H NMR Spectra. High-resolution1H NMR spectroscopy,
especially with the CRAMPS technique,64,71 has proved to be
very useful in studying the surfaces of silica and a variety of
other solids. With CRAMPS, the potentially severe line-
broadening effect associated with1H-1H dipolar interactions
is eliminated via a multiple-pulse sequence and the chemical
shift anisotropy is averaged by MAS. MAS-only (single pulse,
with MAS detection) averaging of strong, homogeneous dipolar
interactions, e.g., among1H spin sets in typical organic solids
or among19F spin sets among fluorocarbon solids, usually
requires MAS with speeds comparable to the magnitude of the
dipolar interaction, often a difficult requirement to satisfy
experimentally. Nevertheless, as MAS technology has im-
proved, some laboratories have relied upon only MAS to average
both the inhomogeneous chemical shift effect and the potentially
homogeneous line-broadening effect of1H-1H dipole-dipole
interactions. Both CRAMPS and MAS-only1H NMR ap-
proaches were used in this study. In order to compare these
two line-narrowing techniques quantitatively, spin counting
experiments employing a1H NMR intensity standard were
carried out. Details of this spin-counting study are reported
elsewhere.74

Figure 1 shows the1H CRAMPS spectrum of an untreated
HS-5 Cab-O-Sil sample and its computer deconvolution/
simulation. Figure 2 shows the1H MAS-only spectra of the
same kind of sample, with a silicone rubber intensity reference
added, obtained as a function of spinning speed, ranging from
2 to 12 kHz. The CRAMPS spectrum of the untreated Cab-
O-Sil silica shows three major peaks, as seen from the

deconvoluted spectral simulation. The peak at 3.5 ppm is due
mainly to water molecules that are physically adsorbed on the
silica surface, an assignment that can be derived directly from
dehydration studies shown later in this paper, or by analogy to
analogous results reported previously on silica gel.69 The line
width of this intense peak is only about 1 ppm, and no MAS
sidebands are detected for this peak in the MAS-only spectrum
(Figure 2) obtained with about the same MAS speed (2 kHz)
as used in obtaining the CRAMPS spectrum (Figure 1). This
implies that the water molecules physisorbed on the silica
surface have liquid-like behavior, i.e., are rather mobile at the
measurement temperature (25°C). Rapid, random motion
essentially averages the1H-1H dipolar interaction, which
otherwise would be tens of kHz in a rigid system and would
lead to intense MAS sidebands in the MAS-only spectra. As
seen in Figure 2, the mobility of the water molecules in
physisorbed water is fast enough to average the1H-1H dipolar
interaction sufficiently so that the line width of this peak is not
affected by the MAS spinning speed.
The broad band from about 1 to about 8 ppm in the CRAMPS

spectrum is assigned on the basis of earlier silica gel studies69

to silanol protons in a variety of hydrogen-bonding environ-
ments. Hydrogen bonding is commonly identified with proton
shifts to lower shielding, and a distribution of types and strengths
of hydrogen bonding should yield a distribution of isotropic
chemical shifts, i.e., an inhomogeneously broadened peak. In
consideration of the strong similarity of the chemical and
physical environments of hydrogen-bonded silanol protons and
any associated hydrogen-bonded protons of water, it would not
be surprising to find that this broad peak overlaps significantly
with resonance intensity arising from the protons of water
molecules that are strongly hydrogen bonded. With multiple-
pulse line-narrowing, the hydrogen-bonded protons are detected,

(73) Liu, C. C. Solid-State1H and29Si NMR Studies on Cab-O-Sil Silicas
Ph.D. Dissertation, Colorado State University, 1995.

(74) Liu, C. C.; Maciel, G. E.Anal. Chem. 1996, 68, 1401-1407.

Figure 1. 1H CRAMPS spectrum (top) and its computer simulation/
deconvolution (bottom) of an untreated Cab-O-Sil.

Figure 2. 1H MAS-only spectra of an untreated Cab-O-Sil, with the
silicone rubber intensity standard, as a function of MAS spinning speed
as indicated.
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but their resonance pattern is still rather featureless because of
chemical shift dispersion. This broad peak is absent in the low-
speed MAS-only1H spectrum (bottom spectrum in Figure 2),
a behavior consistent with the interpretation that this peak is
due to silanol protons involved in strong dipolar interactions
associated with hydrogen bonding, interactions that are too
intense to be averaged by low-speed MAS.
From other experiments (e.g., dehydration and dipolar

dephasing,Vide infra, and previously reported studies on silica
gel69) we know that the resonance at 2.0 ppm is due to protons
of isolated (i.e., non-hydrogen-bonded) silanols on the silica
surface. Observing the bottom spectrum of Figure 2, which
was obtained from a MAS-only experiment with a 2.0 kHz
spinning speed, two resolved peaks are displayed, the phys-
isorbed water and isolated silanol peaks. The 2.0-kHz MAS
speed employed in obtaining this spectrum is sufficient to
average both the inhomogeneous CSA effect and the weak1H-
1H dipole-dipole interactions of protons of isolated silanols,
producing a narrow line. The fact that the1H-1H dipolar
interactions of the isolated silanols are weak enough to be
averaged by low-speed MAS reflects some combination of large
1H-1H internuclear distances and (perhaps) partial averaging
of the dipolar interaction by chemical exchange and by rapid
rotation of the hydroxyl group around the Si-OH axis52 (Vide
infra). The spectrum obtained with 4.0-kHz MAS is not
substantially different from the 2.0-kHz spectrum. At a 6.0 kHz
spinning rate, a broad bump appears in the spectrum centered
around 5 ppm (actually the broad bump appears in the 4.0-kHz
spectrum as well, but with a smaller intensity, as shown from
deconvolutions (not given here));73 this broad bump is due to
hydrogen-bonded silanols, according to the assignment from
CRAMPS spectra. This observation is understandable, if the
1H-1H dipolar interactions experienced by the hydrogen-bonded
silanols are so strong (and homogeneous) that this peak can be
detected only when the MAS spinning speed is up to a certain
value (say, 5-6 kHz). Increasing further the MAS speed does
not markedly alter the MAS-only spectra, which are quite
similar, in terms of numbers of peaks and relative peak positions,
to the corresponding CRAMPS spectrum. Apparently the
CRAMPS and high-speed MAS-only1H spectra differ from each
other mainly in relatively small variations in the widths and/or
relative intensities of the hydrogen-bonded SiOH, isolated SiOH,
and physisorbed water bands.
Table 1 summarizes the peak area and line width of each

peak in the MAS-only1H spectra shown in Figure 2, as derived
from computer deconvolution/simulations (not shown here).73

The line width of the isolated silanol peak (at 2.0 ppm) is seen
to narrow slightly with an increase in the spinning speed, but
this peak is reasonably sharp even at 2 kHz. The intensities of
the isolated silanol peaks at different spinning rates are similar,
but the central peak intensity is smaller at 2 kHz due to the
distribution of intensity to weak (unobserved) spinning side-

bands. The line width for the hydrogen-bonded silanols is also
roughly similar over a range of spinning speeds from 6 to 12
kHz. Clearly, spinning in the 6-12-kHz region is capable of
partial averaging of the1H-1H dipolar interaction in the
hydrogen-bonded silanols. However, one can see that the line
width of the band due to hydrogen-bonded silanols is smaller
at higher MAS speeds than at lower speeds, and that the
observed peak intensity is much higher at 6-12 kHz than at
2-4 kHz, and is substantially smaller at any MAS speed
employed than it is in the CRAMPS spectrum of Figure 1. The
residual line widths of the hydrogen-bonded silanols in the
CRAMPS spectra are determined to a large extent by the
distribution of isotropic chemical shift due to the existence of
a large variety of hydrogen-bonding structures. In contrast,1H-
1H dipolar interactions make large contributions to some of the
line widths in the MAS-only spectra shown.
Silica gel, silica that has been prepared by condensation of

silicic acid from solution, has also been examined for compari-
son in this study. The1H CRAMPS and 12-kHz MAS-only
spectra of an untreated silica gel are shown in Figure 3a. One
may notice that the isolated silanol peak at about 2 ppm in
untreated Cab-O-Sil silica (Figure 3b) is missing in the1H
CRAMPS spectrum of the untreated silica gel sample. In the
1H CRAMPS spectrum (not shown here) of another, drier silica
gel sample that had been stored in a desiccator for 6 days (6%
weight loss), it is obvious that a small resonance at 2 ppm is
present in the spectrum. This fact indicates that all of the surface
silanol groups in the untreated silica gel system are hydrogen
bonded; the occurrence of isolated silanols in the (partially) dried
silica gel results from the removal of water molecules in the
desiccator, so that at least some of the silanols that were
hydrogen bonded only to water in the untreated sample become
non-hydrogen bonded in the sample after storage in a desiccator.
The peak at 0 ppm in the spectra shown in Figures 2 and 3

belongs to the internal intensity reference, silicone rubber.74

Quantitative spin counting results for each spectrum in Figure
3 were obtained in the following two ways: (1) total spectral
integration and (2) integration of individual peaks obtained by
spectral deconvolution/simulation via computer. After accom-
modating the relaxation properties of all sample components,
and after correction for the weights of silica and silicone rubber
used in the two types of experiments and samples, one finds
that the MAS-only technique with 12 kHz spinning rate detects
essentially the same amount of protons in both Cab-O-Sil silica
and silica gel as does the CRAMPS experiment.73,74 The values
obtained in this study74 for untreated HS-5 and silica gel, 2.8

Table 1. Peak Area and Line Width of Each Deconvoluted Peak
in the 1H MAS-Only NMR Spectra of Untreated HS-5 Cab-O-Sil as
a Function of Spinning Speeds

peak area (arbitrary units)a line width (ppm)bspinning
speed (kHz) 2.0 ppmc 3.5 ppmd 5 ppme 2.0 ppm 3.5 ppm 5 ppm

2.0 7.8 51 0 1 0.5
4.0 11 53 9.2 1 0.6 5.8
6.0 11 54 27 0.9 0.6 5.7
8.0 11 55 29 0.9 0.6 5.5
10 9.0 54 36 0.8 0.6 5.3
12 9.1 55 34 0.8 0.6 5.0

a Estimated error:(5%. b Estimated error:(0.1 ppm.c Isolated
silanol peak.dPhysisorbed water peak.eHydrogen-bonded silanol peak.

Figure 3. 1H spectra obtained by CRAMPS (top) and MAS-only with
12-kHz sample rotation (bottom) of untreated (a) silica gel and (b) HS-5
Cab-O-Sil, mixed with silicone rubber (53.1 mg of silica gel was mixed
with 1.1 mg of silicone rubber; 29.6 mg of Cab-O-Sil was mixed with
0.30 mg of silicone rubber).
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( 0.3 and 6.3( 0.3 OH/(nm)2, are consistent with values
obtained by other methods,75-77 although smaller than some
reported values on related materials as studied by NMR
techniques.78 Calibration of the intensity reference and its utility
in quantitating1H CRAMPS and MAS-only experiments are
described in detail elsewhere.73,74

Dehydration Studies of Cab-O-Sil. One of the interesting
behaviors we observed for Cab-O-Sil silica in this study is that
the 1H CRAMPS spectrum is changed dramatically when a
sample is allowed to spin in a capped, but unsealed MAS rotor
for several hours, e.g., overnight. Comparison of1H CRAMPS
spectra of anunsealedsample of an untreated HS-5 Cab-O-Sil
obtained at the beginning and end of a 6-h MAS period (Figure
Ia in the Supporting Information) reveals that the physisorbed
water peak at 3.5 ppm is decreased in the spectrum obtained
after 6 h ofspinning relative to the one obtained at the beginning
of the experiment, indicating that a substantial change of the
sample has occurred during sample spinning. However, when
the HS-5 sample is sealed in a glass ampule (by torch), the
behavior is different (Figure Ib in the supporting information);
in this case the intensity of the water peak is constant with
sample spinning time. It seems that the physisorbed water is
depleted gradually by spinning an unsealed Cab-O-Sil sample,
and sealing prevents the elimination of water from the sample.
To monitor more quantitatively the spinning-induced change

of the fumed silica surface,1H CRAMPS spectra were taken
periodically when an unsealed Cab-O-Sil sample (mixed with
a silicone-rubber intensity standard, yielding a peak at 0 ppm)
undergoes MAS over a 12-h period; the resulting spectra are
shown in Figure 4.
It appears in Figure 4 that the physisorbed water peak is

attenuated as the unsealed sample spins; this is understandable,
if the water molecules are only weakly bound to the silica
surface, vaporize, and then escape the unsealed rotor. However,
besides the attenuation of the water peak, the intensities of both
types of silanols are also affected by the MAS duration, as
shown quantitatively in the spin counting results given in Table
2. The individual site populations summarized in Table 2 were
obtained by computer deconvolutions73 of the 1H CRAMPS
spectra and were normalized with respect to the intensity
standard. When adsorbed water is removed from the surface,
some of the hydrogen bonded silanols, which were originally
hydrogen-bonded to water molecules in the untreated sample,
become isolated. This results in a gradual intensity increase of
the isolated-silanol peak and a decrease in the hydrogen-bonded-
silanol peak as the MAS time is increased from 0 to 12 h, as
reflected in the results seen in Figure 4 and summarized in Table
2.

Thermal dehydration experiments at various temperatures (0-
650 °C) and at 3× 10-3 Torr were carried out on HS-5 Cab-
O-Sil silica. Since Cab-O-Sil silica is very sensitive to the
humidity to which it is exposed (e.g., in a sample “as received”),
an intentionally humidified sample was prepared, as described
in the Experimental Section, as a reproducible starting material
for the dehydration experiments. Figure 5 shows the CRAMPS
spectra of HS-5 Cab-O-Sil that was dehydrated at 3× 10-3

Torr at various temperatures. The corresponding1H MAS-only
spectra, obtained with a 12-kHz MAS spinning speed, are shown
in Figure 6; very similar results, except with larger spinning
sidebands, were obtained with a MAS speed of 2 kHz (Figure
II in the supporting information). All the samples studied in
these NMR experiments were mixed with the silicone-rubber
intensity standard, which gives rise to the 0-ppm peak seen in
all of the spectra.73,74 Due to the different amount of silicone
rubber used in each sample, the height of this peak varies from
spectrum to spectrum. Taking spinning sideband intensities into
account, one can note, especially for the samples evacuated at
temperatures below 350°C, that the intensity of the hydrogen-
bonded silanol band is much weaker in the 2-kHz MAS-only
spectra than in the 12 kHz MAS-only spectra of Figure 6, which
in turn are weaker than in the CRAMPS spectra of Figure 5.
Comparing the1H CRAMPS spectra of Figure 5 with the

spectra obtained as a function of spinning time (Figure 4), we
can confirm the view that the effect of spinning is partial
dehydration of the silica surface. In fact, the spectra in Figure
4 of the unsealed sample that has been spinning for 4 or 6 h are
very similar to the one that was obtained from the sample that
was evacuated at 0°C (Figure 5c); and the spectrum of the

(75) Zhdanov, S. P.; Kiselev, A. W.Zh. Fiz. Khim.1957, 31, 2213.
(76) Morrow, B. A.; McFarlan, A. J.Langmuir1991, 7, 1695.
(77) Zhuravlev, L. T.Langmuir1987, 3, 316.
(78) Leonardelli, S.; Facchini, L.; Fretigny, C.; Tougne, P.; Legrand, A.

P. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1992, 114, 6412.

Table 2. Total Integral and Population of Each Proton Species in1H CRAMPS Spectra of Unsealed, Untreated Cab-O-Sil as a Function of
Spinning Time

percentageb individual integralc

spinning time (h) total integrala 5 ppmd 3.5 ppme 2.0 ppmf 5 ppm 3.5 ppm 2.0 ppm

0 100 30 64 6.0 30 64 6.0
2.0 88 32 60 8.0 28 53 7.0
4.0 72 35 53 12 25 38 9.0
6.0 65 32 52 15 21 34 10
12 58 33 50 17 19 29 10

aObtained by calibration of the intensity standard, estimated error:(3%. b Estimated error:(5%. c Integral for each peak, obtained by total
integral× percentage of each peak.d Because of the large line width and asymmetric line shape of the hydrogen-bonded silanol peak, its chemical
shift value is only an estimate.ePhysisorbed water.f Isolated silanols.

Figure 4. A series of1H CRAMPS spectra of an unsealed HS-5 Cab-
O-Sil sample, with the intensity reference (25.6 mg, 0.20 mg), as a
function of duration of magic-angle spinning.
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sample that has been spun for 12 h (bottom spectrum in Figure
4) is similar to those of the samples dehydrated at room
temperature (Figure 5, d and e). It appears that sample spinning
provides a way of effecting and monitoring the gradual change
of the Cab-O-Sil surface as it is dehydrated.
For undehydrated Cab-O-Sil samples (Figure 5a,b), the1H

NMR spectrum is dominated by a sharp peak at 4.1 ppm for
the humidified sample and 3.5 ppm (the physisorbed water) for
the untreated silica. The 4.1-ppm chemical shift is intermediate
between that of liquid water protons, 4.9 ppm, and that of the
physisorbed water peak in the untreated sample (3.5 ppm). It is
most likely that the humidified sample has such a high water
content that some of the water molecules exist as liquid-like
water without any direct interaction with the silica surface. The
peak position at 4.1 ppm is probably a result of rapid proton
exchange between liquid water and physisorbed water.
It is worth noting that at a high hydration level, e.g., the

saturated state (Figure 5a), the isolated silanol peak at 2.0 ppm

is still present in the1H NMR spectrum of Cab-O-Sil, indicating
that there are some silanol groups that cannot be hydrogen
bonded to water molecules; these fumed silica silanols must be
inaccessible by water molecules and are truly “isolated”. This
behavior is in contrast to what is observed in the silica gel case,
in which even on an untreated silica gel surface, all of the
silanols are hydrogen-bonded silanols (Figure 3a). This type
of isolated silanol in fumed silica may be located at a point of
contact between two or more particles; such silanols are referred
to as interparticle silanols in this work, and will be discussed
in more detail below.
Examining the spectra of Figures 5 and 6, the first observable

effect of dehydration is the attenuation of the intensity of the
peak at 3.5 ppm in the sample that is evacuated at 0°C for
only 10 min. This demonstrates that the physisorbed water on
the Cab-O-Sil surface is very easily desorbed. The spectra
obtained on a sample subjected to 25°C evacuation for 30 min
show further attenuation of intensity in the 3.5-ppm peak. This
facile removal of water responsible for the peak at 3.5 ppm is
behavior that one would expect for water that is physically
adsorbed on the silica surface. Continuing the evacuation at
25 °C for 6 h causes the water peak to decrease slightly more;
also there is only a very small decrease in weight observed.
With evacuation at 100 or 225°C, the further decrease in the
physisorbed water peak intensity is very small. As discussed
below, this peak is more generally assigned as labile (e.g.,
rapidly exchanging), weakly hydrogen-bonded hydroxyls, in-
cluding those of both water and silanols.
The most dominant change in the spectra of Figures 5 and 6

over the 100-225 °C temperature range is manifested in the
broadly spread intensity of the lower shielding side of the
spectrum, which is reduced when the evacuation temperature
is increased. This indicates that some of the very strongly
hydrogen-bonded silanols start to condense with each other at
temperatures of about 225°C or higher. Since increased
hydrogen-bonding strength is typically identified with decreased
shielding and since the intensity at the low-shielding side of
the1H spectra is attenuated first as the evacuation temperature
is increased, it appears that the stronger the hydrogen bonding
between the two adjacent silanols, the more easily condensation
occurs. This is understandable from the point of view of
chemical mechanisms, because a condensation reaction between
two silanols presumably is related to their proximity with respect
to each other, which can be correlated with hydrogen-bonding
interactions between them.
For the fumed silica sample evacuated at 350°C, the

hydrogen-bonded silanol intensity has decreased dramatically
(Figure 5h), relative to that of the sample evacuated at 225°C
(Figure 5g). The lower-shielding side of this complex signal
is eliminated completely, leaving some of the more weakly
hydrogen-bonded silanols present as a shoulder of the isolated
silanol peak at about 2.0 ppm. Hydrogen-bonded silanols are
not completely eliminated until the dehydration temperature
reaches about 450°C. When the dehydration temperature
reaches 550 or 650°C, the1H NMR spectra of Cab-O-Sil show
little or no evidence of hydrogen-bonded silanols or water; only
the isolated silanol peak at 2.0 ppm remains. From Table 3,
which summarizes the experimental1H CRAMPS results on
dehydration, we see that the amount of isolated silanols on the
dehydrated surface is almost the same for samples dehydrated
at 550 and 650°C.
As shown in both Figures 4 and 5, the dominant peak in the

1H spectra is gradually moved to higher shielding, as the sample
is increasingly dehydrated by spinning for a longer period or
by evacuation at a higher temperature, until at some temperature

Figure 5. 1H CRAMPS spectra of HS-5 Cab-O-Sil (and intensity
reference) that was evacuated/dehydrated at various temperatures, for
6 h unless otherwise indicated. Weight loss relative to the untreated
sample is given in parentheses.

Figure 6. 1H MAS-only spectra of HS-5 Cab-O-Sil that has been
evacuated/dehydrated (for 6 h, unless otherwise indicated) at various
temperatures (with intensity reference); MAS speed is 12 kHz. Weight
loss relative to the untreated sample is indicated.
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above 225°C this peak has been eliminated as a directly
resolved peak. Because surface hydroxyls have been shown to
be the principal sites for physisorption of water,25 dehydration
makes the surface progressively more hydrophobic; and the
higher the hydrophobicity of the surface, the higher is the proton
shielding of the hydroxyl species. One can see from the1H
NMR spectra of Figures 5 and 6 that for 100 and 225°C (and
probably 250°C) evacuation temperatures, there is a peak at
about 3.0 ppm, a chemical shift that indicates hydroxyl protons
with very weak1H-1H dipolar interactions. Since physisorbed
water should be completely removed from the surface by
evacuation at 225 and 350°C, it is reasonable to assign this
peak in the spectra of the samples evacuated at 225 and 350°C
to silanols with very weak hydrogen bonding. The1H-1H
dipolar interactions of these very weak hydrogen-bonded silanols
must be weak enough to be substantially averaged by 2 kHz
magic-angle spinning (Figure II of the supporting information).
As expected, a higher evacuation temperature facilitates a

more complete dehydroxylation of interacting silanols. The
sequence of surface dehydration is as follows: (a) at low
temperatures the initial removal of physisorbed water and
conversion of some of the hydrogen-bonded silanols, which were
originally (i.e., before evacuation) hydrogen bonded only to
water molecules, to isolated silanols, followed at higher tem-
peratures by (b) the progressive removal (dehydroxylation) of
strongly hydrogen-bonded silanols via condensation of water,
and then (c) analogous removal of weakly hydrogen-bonded
silanols via condensation/dehydroxylation. In the Cab-O-Sil
case, the elimination of water that is adsorbed in the molecular
form is basically complete at 25°C under vacuum. At a
temperature of 225°C, adjacent silanol groups on the silica
surface (including the hydrogen-bonded interparticle silanols at
the contact points between particles) start to condense and form
water. Complete condensation of hydrogen-bonded silanols on
the Cab-O-Sil surface occurs at 450°C and above. This
interpretation is consistent with the conclusion given by Morrow
and McFarlan, based on their IR studies.3

In the silica gel case, evacuation at 25°C also leads to a
dramatic loss of intensity at 3.5 ppm.64 However, in that case
the peak corresponding to hydrogen-bonded silanols remaining
after removal of physisorbed water is simply a broad band
instead of the sharper feature shown in the Cab-O-Sil case; i.e.,
a peak at 3.0 ppm is obvious in Figures 5f and 5g (and, as a
shoulder, Figure 5h) in addition to the broad band underneath
it. This fact probably implies that there is a different distribution
of hydrogen bonding strengths and structures involved on the
Cab-O-Sil surface than that on the silica gel surface. Evacuation
of a silica gel sample at 500°C removes the peak due to

hydrogen-bonded silanols, leaving only the isolated silanol peak
at 1.7 ppm.64 The overall sequence of dehydration of silica
gel reported earlier64 is very similar to what we obtained on
Cab-O-Sil silica in this study: after the physisorbed water is
removed from the silica surface, the hydrogen-bonded silanols
start to condense with each other, with strongly hydrogen-
bonded silanols condensing first (at lower temperatures), fol-
lowed by weakly hydrogen-bonded silanols (at higher temper-
atures); isolated silanols remain on the surface after evacuation
at 500-600 °C.
The concentration of silanol groups on the silica surface is

an issue that has been explored since the 1960’s, based on a
variety of methods.2-52 The silanol concentration for Aerosil,
another fumed silica, is well-known to be about 3 OH/(nm)2, a
value obtained by quite a few investigations.21-24 Use of
silicone polymer as a1H NMR intensity standard in this Cab-
O-Sil silica study provides another very useful way of calculat-
ing hydroxyl densities on surfaces.74 Absolute integrated
intensities of the NMR signals for a mixture consisting of known
weights of silica and silicone rubber enable one to evaluate the
surface densities of hydroxyls. Based on information derived
from spectra such as those in Figures 5f and 6f, from the integral
ratio of the Cab-O-Sil silica and silicone rubber signals and from
the known surface area (325 m2/g) of the Cab-O-Sil silica, the
concentration of silanol groups on a HS-5 Cab-O-Sil sample
from which physisorbed water has been removed is found to
be 2.8( 0.3 OH/(nm)2, which is in good agreement with the
corresponding results obtained by other techniques.21-24

1H CRAMPS Spin-Lattice Relaxation. In favorable cases,
measurement of the1H spin-lattice relaxation time of a solid
sample can provide information on atomic level mobility and/
or on the extent of spin communication between different proton
spin sets that are resolvable in the spectrum of the sample. Spin
communication can occur either by chemical exchange79 or by
spin diffusion,80 both of which are chemically relevant from
dynamic/structural points of view. Spin diffusion is a process
by which resolvable spin sets achieve thermal equilibrium with
respect to each other, following a perturbation of the system
that leaves the different spin sets in different states of nuclear
spin polarization. This equilibration process can occur via (a)
mutual spin-spin flip-flops, which are based on dipolar
interactions (which in turn depend on atomic-level structure and
dynamics), and (b) chemical (i.e., proton) exchange.
ProtonT1 measurements, based on a Freeman-Hill version

of the CRAMPS-detected inversion-recovery technique,69were
carried out on an untreated Cab-O-Sil HS-5 sample and on a
corresponding sample evacuated for 6 h at 25°C. In the results
on both samples, all peaks and shoulders appeared to relax
according to a common exponential term. For the untreated
sample, the measured1H T1 value is 340( 15 ms, and for the
25 °C evacuated sample, 680( 30 ms. The fact that only one
1H T1 value is observed for each sample implies that spin
exchange, by spin-spin flip-flops and/or chemical exchange,
occurs between the different spin sets that can be distinguished
via chemical shifts on a time scale that is short compared to
∼0.5 s. The fact thatT1

H for the untreated sample is roughly
half that of the 25°C evacuated sample is reasonable, as one
expects spin-lattice relaxation to be more efficient for the
protons of relatively mobile physisorbed water than for silanol
protons; and the physisorbed water contribution to the spin-
exchange averagedT1

H values observed is larger for the
untreated sample.

(79) Kaplan, J. I.; Fraenkel, G.NMR of Chemically Exchanging Systems;
Academic: New York, 1980.

(80) Goldman, M.Spin Temperature and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
in Solids;Clarendon: Oxford, 1970.

Table 3. Summary of Total1H CRAMPS Integral of Each
Spectrum in Figure 5 and Weight Loss of the Cab-O-Sil Sample in
Each Step During Dehydration

samples weight loss (%)a total integralb

humidified -2.0c 13× 10
untreated 0 11× 10
0 °C, 10 min 3.2 83
25 °C, 30 min 5.4 71
25 °C, 6 h 6.0 60
100°C, 6 h 6.2 53
225°C, 6 h 6.8 42
350°C, 6 h 7.1 39
450°C, 6 h 7.8 34
550°C, 6 h 8.0 30
650°C, 6 h 8.0 29

a All percentages are relative to the untreated sample; estimated
error: (10%. bObtained after calibration relative to the intensity
standard; estimated error:(3%. c 2% weight gain from untreated
sample.
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Dipolar-Dephasing Experiment. Confirmation of the1H
peak assignments given above and additional information on
the relationship between the two types of silanol moieties
(hydrogen-bonded silanols and isolated silanols) can be obtained
by direct observation of their transverse relaxation behaviors
in a dipolar-dephasing experiment.69 In this experiment, the
dipolar dephasing that occurs during the period that precedes
BR-24 detection preferentially attenuates the transverse mag-
netization of the protons that are most strongly involved in
dipolar interactions with other protons. Experimental results
obtained by this technique on an untreated Cab-O-Sil sample
are shown in Figure 7. The spectra show that, after 80µs of
dipolar dephasing, the broad peak from 1 to 8 ppm is essentially
gone, a behavior consistent with the interpretation that this peak
is due to silanol protons involved in strong dipolar interactions,
as would be expected in hydrogen-bonding situations. In
contrast, very little of the intensities at 3.5 and 2.0 ppm have
decayed after 80µs. This lack of dephasing is indicative of
very weak1H-1H dipolar interactions, which is a result of the
high mobility of physisorbed water and the “isolation” of the
2-ppm silanols on the silica surface, which attenuate1H dipolar
interactions. The1H-1H dipolar coupling between isolated
silanol protons is weakened by large1H-1H internuclear
distances and/or partially averaged by rotation of hydroxyl
groups around the Si-OH axis (Vide infra). These results are
reminiscent of what has been published previously on silica
gel.69

1H Spin-Exchange Experiment. The third type of 1H
CRAMPS relaxation experiment that we have employed to
examine this system is one designed to display spin exchange
directly.69 The spin-exchange experiment utilized here initially
establishes a magnetization gradient through dipolar dephasing
to select one “type” of proton. The dephasing period was chosen
to be long enough (80µs) that magnetization of rapidly-
dephasing components decays away, but short enough that net
magnetization in a slowly-decaying component is preserved.
Following the dephasing period, the selected protons retain a
net magnetization that is then stored along the longitudinal axis
during a variable “mixing period”, in which the stored magne-
tization is allowed to exchange with nearby spins via1H-1H
dipolar couplings and chemical exchange. The resulting
magnetization, following exchange, is detected via CRAMPS.
If spin exchange occurs, the magnetization of the initially
selected spins decreases, as magnetization is shared with and
builds up in the unselected protons.
In the present case, a dipolar-dephasing time of 80µs (2τ)

was employed to greatly diminish the1H spin polarization of
the strongly coupled, hydrogen-bonded silanol protons, leaving

the polarizations of physisorbed water and isolated silanol
protons only slightly attenuated (see Figure 7) and therefore
beingselectedduring the dipolar-dephasing period. Figure 8
displays the results of the1H CRAMPS spin-exchange experi-
ment carried out on an untreated HS-5 Cab-O-Sil sample. For
a zero mixing time, the result is essentially the same as that
obtained in the dipolar dephasing experiment withτ ) 80 µs
(Figure 7). One can see from Figure 8 that the low-shielding,
broad peak starts to appear after a mixing time of 0.5 ms, and
a higher degree of equilibration occurs by 5 ms of mixing time.
When each of the spectra shown in Figure 8 was deconvo-

luted, the corresponding deconvolution/simulation results (not
given here)73 show that, as the resonance due to hydrogen-
bonded silanol protons becomes more and more intense
(increasing mixing time), the physisorbed water peak intensity
is decreased. The isolated silanol peak intensity is almost
unchanged. This implies that spin exchange between the
hydrogen-bonded silanol protons and physisorbed water protons
is much more efficient than that between the two types of silanol
protons. Since some of the hydrogen-bonded silanols are
actually hydrogen bonded to water molecules, this relative
efficiency of exchanges is not surprising. The isolated silanols
are mainly surrounded by siloxane bonds and/or located in some
inaccessible sites, like interparticle contacts(Vide infra). The
overall patterns seen in Figures 7 and 8 are reminiscent of
behavior reported previously for silica gel.69 From the experi-
mental results shown in Figure 8, it appears that spin exchange
of the physisorbed water protons with hydrogen-bonded silanol
protons occurs on a time scale of 1-10 ms, while with isolated
silanols there is no substantial spin exchange in 15 ms.
However, the fact that a commonT1

H value of about 200 ms
was measured for all of the protons in this sample implies that
spin exchange between hydrogen-bonded and non-hydrogen-
bonded silanol protons is fast relative to 200 ms. This pattern
is consistent with the surface model discussed below.

29Si CP/MAS. As the vast majority of protons in Cab-O-Sil
silica particles are on the surface, the29Si NMR spectra of these
materials obtained by1Hf29Si CP are dominated by surface
silicon nuclei. In 1980, Maciel and Sindorf published the first
example of the use of1HfX cross polarization for surface-
selective observation of a nucleus X in a demonstration of1H-
29Si CP in silica gel.57 Since that time1H-29Si CP has remained
the most popular application of this surface-selective strategy,
although there has also been significant success with applications
to other types of systems.

Figure 7. 1H CRAMPS dipolar-dephasing69 results on an untreated
HS-5 Cab-O-Sil sample.

Figure 8. 1H CRAMPS spin exchange69 results on an untreated HS-5
sample, obtained using a dipolar-dephasing time of 80µs.
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Various Cab-O-Sil samples were examined using a variety
of 29Si CP-MAS NMR techniques. In order to make compari-
sons, some experiments were also carried out on silica gel in
this study, and are presented here. The29Si CP-MAS spectra
of untreated Cab-O-Sil (HS-5) and silica gel (S-679) are shown
in Figure 9, together with the corresponding computer simulated
spectra (95% Gaussian, 5% Lorentzian) and their individual
deconvoluted contributions from each silicon site. The two
silica samples represented in Figure 9 were kept together in a
closed chamber for 10 days, in order to establish a moisture
equilibration between them. Both experimental spectra were
obtained by using a CP contact time of 5 ms.
The29Si CP-MAS spectra of Cab-O-Sil in Figure 9 illustrate

the well-established features seen in the29Si NMR spectra of
silica gel,57 although broadened in the Cab-O-Sil case. The peak
at-89 ppm is attributed to silicon atoms that have two hydroxyl
groups attached, (Si-O)2Si(OH)2, often referred as Q2 silicons
or as geminal silanols. The resonance at-99 ppm is due to
silicons with only one hydroxyl group (single silanol), (Si-
O)3Si-OH (Q3). Any Q4 silicons,Si(O-Si)4, that can be cross
polarized by nearby protons give rise to the peak at-109 ppm.
These assignments can be made on the basis of the usual kinds
of empirical chemical shift correlations with structure from
liquid-sample data on silicic acid solutions.81 However, the
dynamics of the1H-29Si CP process can also be used to make
these assignments. The peak at-109 ppm indicates that the
Q4 silicons, which are not chemically bonded to any hydroxyl
group(s), are observable. As the dipolar interaction responsible
for the CP enhancement decreases rapidly as a function of the
distance between1H and29Si, these observable Q4 silicons are
in the neighborhood of silanol groups.
It is obvious in Figure 9 that all three types of silicon sites

(Q2, Q3, Q4) in fumed silica have larger29Si line widths than
those in the silica gel spectrum. This greater line width
presumably relates to the greater dispersion of local surface
geometries (and isotropic chemical shifts) in the Cab-O-Sil
surface, which is formed at much higher temperatures. This
peak broadening is seen explicitly for the Q4 peak that is
obtained without cross polarization (MAS-only, with1H de-
coupling), i.e., withdirectpolarization (DP-MAS) via29Si spin-
lattice relaxation, as seen for the same Cab-O-Sil and silica gel
samples in Figure 10. These spectra are dominated by the29Si

line shape of Q4 sites, because the29Si DP-MAS experiment
more faithfully represents the bulk (internal) silicons, instead
of the surface silicons that are emphasized by cross polarization
because of proximity to protons.
As seen in Figure 10, Q4 silicons in Cab-O-Sil silica have a

wide distribution of chemical shifts, rendering the silanol peaks
directly unresolvable (without deconvolution) in the DP-MAS
spectrum. Nevertheless, the single silanol peak is clearly present
as a distinct shoulder on the Q4 peak in the DP-MAS spectrum
of silica gel. The origin of the larger line width in the Cab-
O-Sil case is related to variations in site geometry, e.g., to
variations of the Si-O-Si angle between adjacent Q4 tetrahe-
dra,29,82and possibly to variations in Si-O bond lengths. This
extensive variation probably occurs in Cab-O-Sil because it is
produced at high temperatures, from which more highly strained
bonds can be locked in upon rapid cooling, in contrast to silica
gels, which are prepared at much lower temperatures.
Table 4 summarizes the deconvoluted peak areas and line

widths of the spectra in Figure 9. Results from a CP experiment
using only one CP contact time do nota priori provide
quantitative information, because the intensities in CP spectra
are affected by the details of CP dynamics. Therefore, the
deconvoluted peak areas presented in Table 4 for each peak in
both Cab-O-Sil and silica gel spectra were calculated after
compensation for differences in CP and1H spin-lattice
relaxation dynamics, the CP dynamics being determined by
variable contact-time experiments(Vide infra).
Aside from the line width difference, the main difference

found between the29Si CP-MAS spectra of silica gel and Cab-
O-Sil is the intensity ratio of single-silanol to geminal-silanol
peaks, which is about 2.1 for Cab-O-Sil and 6.0 for silica gel,
after compensation for CP dynamics. The ratios of populations
of geminal sites to total silanol sites (single and geminal silanols)
are also presented in Table 4. Differences in the population

(81) Marsmann, H. C.Z. Naturforsch. B.1974, 29, 495. (82) Dupree, E.; Pettifer, R. F.Nature1983, 308, 523.

Figure 9. 29Si CP-MAS NMR spectra of (a) untreated HS-5 Cab-O-
Sil (3600 scans) and (b) untreated silica gel (504 scans). CP contact
time 5 ms; repetition delay 1 s. Each set of spectra includes the
experimental spectrum (top), the simulated spectrum (middle), and the
individual contributions to the simulated spectrum (bottom).

Figure 10. 29Si DP-MAS NMR spectra of (a) untreated HS-5 Cab-
O-Sil (400 scans) and (b) untreated silica gel (80 scans). Repetition
delay 120 s.

Table 4. Parameters Derived for Deconvoluted Peaks of the29Si
CP-MAS Spectra of Untreated Cab-O-Sil and Silica Gel (Figure 9)

sample peaka
LWHM

(×10-1 Hz)b
peak
areac Q2:Q3 Q2:(Q2 + Q3)

Cab-O-Sil Q2 37 33 1.0:2.1 1.0:3.1
Q3 35 70
Q4 45 61

silica gel Q2 23 10 1.0:6.0 1.0:7.0
Q3 30 60
Q4 36 28

aQ2: geminal silanol. Q3: single silanol. Q4: siloxane.b Line width
at half maximum; estimated error:(3%. c Arbitrary units; estimated
error: (5%.
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ratios of these two kinds of silanols constitute very substantial
chemical structural differences between these two kinds of silica.
Variable Contact-Time (VCT) Experiments. The usual

approach for characterizing CP dynamics is based on the
analysis of variable contact-time data in terms of eq (1):83

In this equation, which is valid for the caseT1F
Si . T1F

H andTSiH,
and with 29Si present at only 4.7% in natural abundance,t is
the variable CP contact time, andM∞ is the29Si intensity that
would be achieved ifT1F

H and (TSiH)-1 were both infinite;T1F
H is

the proton spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame of
the applied radio frequency field.TSiH is the cross-polarization
time constant that represents the coupling between the29Si spin
reservoir and1H spin reservoir. Other things (i.e., motional
effects) being equal, the stronger the1H-29Si dipolar interaction,
the smaller theTSiH value. Since a net (time-averaged) dipolar
interaction depends not only on internuclear distance but also
on motion of the spin sets,TSiH also reflects motion in the spin
systems.
In the variable contact-time strategy, values ofTSiH, T1F

H , and
M∞ are typically derived for each major peak in the29Si spectra
by fitting the deconvoluted intensities of a variable contact-
time experiment to eq 1, using a nonlinear least-squares fit. For
the silica gel system, the VCT data can be fit to eq 1 quite well
with one value ofT1F

H and one value ofTSiH for each of the
three29Si peaks.67 However, the VCT data of Cab-O-Sil cannot
be fit directly to eq 1 with only one pair of relaxation parameters
for each29Si peak. From the1H NMR study described earlier,
we know that there are hydrogen-bonded and non-hydrogen-
bonded silanols, corresponding to rigid and mobile regions on
the silica surface, respectively. The protons of hydrogen-bonded
silanols experience stronger1H-1H dipolar interactions than
those of non-hydrogen-bonded silanols. Therefore, the silicon
nuclei that are attached to the two types of protons would be
expected to manifest not only different1H-29Si dipolar interac-
tions but also different1Hf29Si spin dynamics. Hence, it is
reasonable to assume twoTSiH values for each type of silanol
on the Cab-O-Sil surface. Since only oneT1F

H value was found
for these two systems from independentT1F

H measurements
(not shown here),73 the following equation was used to fit the
VCT data of various Cab-O-Sil samples:

In this equation, there are two components ofTSiH for each peak,
TSiHf andTSiHs, representing the fast and slow component with
respect to the cross-polarization rate, respectively. The param-
eterâ is the fraction of the fast-CP component for a given29Si
peak; correspondingly, 1- â is the fraction of the slow-CP
component.
Variable contact-time experiments were carried out on

untreated samples of three grades of Cab-O-Sil silicas with
different surface areas in order to investigate the role of surface
area on the surface structure. Ordinarily the surface structure

is closely related to the size of individual silica globules and
the arrangement of elementary silica particles in their formation.
Figure 11 shows representative29Si CP-MAS spectra, obtained
with four different CP contact times, on HS-5, M-5, and L-90
Cab-O-Sil silica. One can see that the spectra from these three
Cab-O-Sil silicas display very similar features, but some
differences in detail. The curves representing the fitting of
deconvoluted peak intensities67 from the VCT experiments to
eq 2 for the three silicon sites of the three Cab-O-Sil samples
are shown in Figure 12. The derived values ofTSiH andM∞

are listed in Table 5, along with the independently-determined
T1F
H values andT1

H values (obtained via CP-based29Si-detection
experiments not shown here).73

For each of the three untreated samples, two components of
TSiH were found for each peak, as shown in Table 5. About
38-45% of the single-silanol peak has aTSiH value on the order
of 0.5-0.7 ms; the remaining component of the single-silanol
intensity cross polarizes with a much largerTSiH value of about
6-14 ms. Similar results were obtained for the geminal silanols,
except there is a larger fraction (57-72%) of the TSiHf
component than that for the single silanols.
The CP time constant is roughly a measure of the inverse of

the square of the magnitude of the1H-29Si dipolar interaction.84

Hence, the slow component ofTSiH (TSiHs) presumably corre-
sponds to much weaker1H-29Si dipolar interactions compared
to the fastTSiH component (TSiHf). The silanols with a 0.5-
0.7-msTSiH value can be attributed to hydrogen-bonded single
and geminal silanols, since hydrogen bonding favors cross
polarization from proton to silicon atoms by presenting (a) a
larger number of protons available for cross polarizing a specific
silicon nucleus and (b) less motional averaging of each1H-
29Si dipolar interaction. Those silanols with a largerTSiH value
(6-14 ms) are identified as not hydrogen bonded, for both single
and geminal silanols.
Evidence for rotation or torsional oscillation of the OH group

about the Si-OH bond of silica was presented by Peri.52 If a
silanol hydroxyl group experiences only weak (at most) or no
hydrogen bonding, it is possible that it rotates around the Si-
OH axis rapidly enough to substantially average the1H-29Si
dipolar interactions. The rotational averaging effect will result
in a largerTSiH, which can give rise to the slow component
(TSiHs) in this study. Since both single and geminal silanols
have twoTSiH components, there must be hydrogen-bonded

(83) Mehring, M. NMR, Basic Principles and Progress; Springer
Verlag: Berlin Heidelberg, New York, 1976; p 138.

(84) Slichter, C. P.Principles of Magnetic Reconance, 3rd ed.;
Springer-Verlag: New York, 1989; p 79.

Figure 11. 29Si CP-MAS spectra of three grades of untreated Cab-
O-Sil (left, HS-5 (830 mg, 3600 scans); middle, M-5 (633 mg, 8000
scans); right, L-90 (830 mg, 15000 scans) with four CP contact times:
(a) 20 ms, (b) 10 ms, (c) 5 ms, and (d) 1 ms.

M(t) ) M∞

1- T1F
H /TSiH

{exp(-t/T1F
H ) - exp(-t/TSiH)} (1)

M(t) ) âM∞

(1- T1F
H /TSiHf)

{exp(-t/T1F
H ) - exp(-t/TSiHf)} +

(1- â)M∞

(1- T1F
H /TSiHs)

{exp(-t/T1F
H )- exp(-t/TSiHs)} (2)
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single and geminal silanols, as well as isolated single and
geminal silanols on the Cab-O-Sil surface. As shown in Table
5, the geminal silanols have a much lowerTSiHs value than that
of the single silanols. This is most likely the result of both
factors (a) and( b) stated above, as well as the fact that there

are two OH groups, rather than one, attached to a geminal
silicon. One expects little rotational motion of geminal silanols
due to hydrogen bonding between two hydroxyl groups attached
to adjacent silicon atoms.70 In contrast to rotating isolated single
silanols, the more rigid hydrogen-bonded silanols in Cab-O-Sil
silica would experience larger, less rotationally-averaged1H-
29Si dipolar interactions, resulting in a correspondingly smaller
TSiHf value.
We can see in Table 5 thatTSiHsvalues of single and geminal

silanols are roughly 15 times larger than the correspondingTSiHf
values. BecauseTSiHf andTSiHsare identified with the hydrogen-
bonded silanols and isolated silanols, respectively, as discussed
above, this ratio implies that the hydrogen-bonded silanols
experience net1H-29Si dipolar interactions that are approxi-
mately four times as strong as those seen for isolated silanols.
Besides the factor of rotational motion of isolated single-silanol
hydroxyl groups, there is also a factor due to the fact that
hydrogen-bonded silanols are relatively rigidly bonded to water
molecules and other neighboring silanols, and the protons of
these nearby moieties also contribute to the1H-29Si dipolar
interaction of the silicons of hydrogen-bonded silanols. The
29Si nuclei of isolated silanols experience proton dipolar
interactions mainly with their own hydroxyl protons.
The results summarized in Table 5 show that the fraction of

the fast component ofTSiH for geminal silanols is larger than
that for single silanols, indicating that most of the geminal
silanols are hydrogen bonded. This result is close to a
conclusion that was made in a previous report, in which Callas
and co-workers5 claimed that all geminal silanols on fumed
silicas are hydrogen bonded.
Only a small percentage of Q4 silicons manifest a very small

TSiH value, and this value is usually larger than theTSiHf values
of silanols. Most of the Q4 silicons have aTSiH value of 10-
25 ms, because Q4 silicons are usually farther away from the
available protons than are the silanol silicon atoms. As reported
semiquantitatively for silica gel several years ago,58 this
observation also supports the assignment of the29Si peak at
-109 ppm to Q4 silicons.
“Interparticle Silanols” . In the untreated silica gel case,

all the surface silanols are hydrogen bonded, either to the
hydroxyl groups of adjacent silanols or to water molecules. For
silica gel, isolated (non-hydrogen bonded) surface silanols are
present only in dried samples. In order to examine in more
detail the fate of the isolated silanols that are found in the
untreated Cab-O-Sil silica when additional water is adsorbed,
variable contact-time experiments were also carried out on
water-treated Cab-O-Sil samples. After fitting the experimental
data to eq 2, the derived parameters, includingT1F

H values
obtained independently,73 are tabulated in Table 5 for HS-
5(H2O) and M-5(H2O) samples.
As shown in Table 5, for the two water-treated samples, HS-

5(H2O) and M-5(H2O), two TSiH values are still needed to fit
the data for single and for geminal silanols, as in the case of
the untreated samples. One of theTSiH values (TSiHs) for these
water-treated samples is in the range of 5-12 ms, which was
attributed above to isolated silanols. This result indicates that
some isolated silanols are still present on the water-saturated
Cab-O-Sil silica surface, i.e., are not hydrogen bonded to water
molecules. The existence of isolated silanols on the water-
saturated fumed silica surface suggests that the isolated silanols
are located at some inaccessible sites and not available for
hydrogen bonding with water molecules. This conclusion is
also supported by the1H NMR data, which show that a 2-ppm
peak is present in the1H NMR spectrum of a water-saturated
sample (Figure 5). These isolated and inaccessible silanol sites

Figure 12. 29Si CP-MAS variable contact-time (VCT) data and fitting
curves. (a) Single silanol (O), geminal silanol (0), and siloxane (4)
peaks of untreated HS-5 Cab-O-Sil; (b) Single silanol (O), geminal
silanol (0), and Q4 (4) peaks of untreated M-5 Cab-O-Sil; (c) Single
silanol (O), geminal silanol (0), and Q4 (4) peaks of untreated L-90
Cab-O-Sil; (d) Single silanol (O), geminal silanol (0), and Q4 (4) peaks
of HS-5 Cab-O-Sil dehydrated at 200°C and 10-3 Torr; (e) Single
silanol (O), geminal silanol (0), and Q4 (4) peaks of water-treated
HS-5 Cab-O-Sil; (f) Single silanol (O), geminal silanol (0), and Q4
(4) peaks of water-treated M-5 Cab-O-Sil.

Table 5. Relaxation Time Constants and Relative Contributions
for Various Cab-O-Sil Samples Determined by29Si CP-MAS NMR

sample peak
T1F
H

(ms)a
TSiHf
(ms)a â (%)a

TSiHs
(ms)a

T1
H

(s)b

HS-5 Q2 54 0.42 62 3.4 0.22
Q3 0.53 45 6.0
Q4 1.5 10 11

M-5 Q2 40 0.81 72 8.1 0.22
Q3 0.70 38 14
Q4 1.8 15 18

L-90 Q2 30 0.40 57 5.4 0.23
Q3 0.62 42 13
Q4 2.0 14 23

HS-5(H2O)c Q2 20 0.50 41 5.0 0.21
Q3 0.68 35 7.9
Q4 1.5 7.4 20

M-5 (H2O)d Q2 21 0.61 37 6.6 0.17
Q3 0.78 26 12
Q4 0.71 3.0 25

M-5 (D2O)e Q2 11× 10 0.35 24 15 0.45
Q3 0.52 16 17 0.42, 2.0f

Q4 1 1 25 2.5

a Estimated error:(10%. b Estimated error:(5%. c See Experi-
mental Section for preparation.dSee Experimental Section for prepara-
tion. eSee Experimental Section for preparation.f Two T1

H compo-
nents, with weight fractions of 0.70 for 0.42 s and 0.30 for 2.0 s.
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are most likely to be in the contact area between two adjacent
Cab-O-Sil silica particles. These so-calledinterparticle silanols
may constitute a significant fraction of the silanol groups on
the Cab-O-Sil surface, because the particle size of this type of
silica is known to be very small (10-20 nm for secondary
particles and 1-2 nm for primary particles).85 This small
particle size is the reason why this non-porous material has a
high surface area, and the reason why the contact area should
constitute a larger fraction of the total surface area than would
be the case for larger particles, e.g., for silica gel.
The results summarized in Table 5 for the water-saturated

samples indicate that isolated interparticle silanols can exist as
single silanols and as geminal silanols, since a substantialTSiHs
component was found for both types of silanols. Interparticle
silanols can presumably be perturbed to some extent by the
interparticle contacts, and hydrogen bonding may take place
between some silanols on two adjacent silica globules. This
interparticle hydrogen bonding could be very strong or very
weak, depending on the O-H---O distance, and such hydrogen
bonding may be primarily responsible for the forces of adhesion
that hold secondary particles together. If the interparticle
silanols are largely inaccessible to H2O molecules, it would be
expected that deuterium exchange with D2O molecules would
not be facile. Therefore, D2O exchange experiments would
seem useful for finding out not only about internal silanols, as
examined previously for silica gel,68 but also about interparticle
silanols.
As was previously reported,29Si CP-MAS NMR intensity is

depleted dramatically in a D2O-exchanged silica gel sample.6,67

It was also reported that almost all of the SiOH groups remaining
after D2O exchange are single silanols.67 Figure 13 shows the
29Si CP-MAS spectra of untreated Cab-O-Sil and D2O-
exchanged Cab-O-Sil (M-5). These spectra clearly reveal that
a significant portion (about 32%) of the silanols are highly
resistant to D2O exchange. In contrast to D2O-exchanged silica
gel, the spectrum of D2O-exchanged Cab-O-Sil shows clearly
the presence of geminal silanols. In order to quantify the extent
of deuterium exchange,T1

H and cross-polarization dynamics of
the 29Si CP-MAS experiment for the D2O-exchanged sample
must be considered. The results of acquiring these data are
included in Table 5.
Instead of the commonT1

H value of 0.22 s found for all the
29Si peaks in29Si-CP-detectedT1

H experiments on untreated

Cab-O-Sil samples, for the D2O-exchanged M-S sample two
T1
H components were found for the single silanol peak at-99
ppm: one is about 0.42 s, and the other is 2.0 s. This indicates
that there are two regions of mobility in the system: one, the
2.0-s component, must be due to internal single silanols; and
the other one is due to nonexchangable external single silanols
(i.e., interparticle single silanols) with aT1

H value (0.42 s) that
is close to that of the untreated sample (0.20-0.25 s). However,
only oneT1

H value is observed for the geminal silanols at-89
ppm in the D2O-exchanged sample represented in Figure 13a,
which implies that there are no internal geminal silanols in Cab-
O-Sil silica. The presence of two distinctT1

H values for the
single silanol protons in D2O-exchanged Cab-O-Sil indicates
that 1H spin exchange between the two corresponding spin
reservoirs is very inefficient on a time scale of hundreds of ms.
The fast component ofTSiH listed in Table 5 for the untreated

sample (Table 5), with a time constant of less than 1 ms, still
exists in both the single and geminal silanols of D2O-exchanged
silica, however with a significantly lower percentage; this
indicates the presence of hydrogen-bonded silanols in the D2O-
exchanged M-5 Cab-O-Sil. We suggest that these hydrogen-
bonded silanols are interparticle silanols that are not accessible
by D2O molecule, but their arrangement is favorable for
hydrogen bonding between each other.
After correcting for relaxation behavior in terms of the

measured relaxation parameters (T1F
H , TSiH, andT1

H), the amount
of proton-bearing silanols (geminal plus single) remaining in
the D2O-exchanged sample is determined to be 32% of the
silanols in untreated Cab-O-Sil silica. In addition to the
possibility of internal (trapped) silanols, this large fraction of
inaccessible silanols most likely includes at least a portion of
interparticle silanols that may be located at sterically inaccessible
sites. Since the CP-detected population ofhydrogen-bonded
silanols has been decreased dramatically by D2O exchange, most
of the hydrogen-bonded silanols are apparently exchangeable
by D2O molecules. Therefore, a large portion of the inaccessible
interparticle silanols must exist asisolated silanols prior to
exchange. A previous study of fumed silica by McFarlan and
Morrow,4 based on infrared spectroscopy, indicated that the peak
at 3750 cm-1 in the IR spectra is attributed to truly isolated
SiOH groups; and a low-wavenumber shoulder was attributed
to pairs of isolated SiOH groups on adjacent silicon atoms which
are sufficiently close to slightly perturb each other. As
mentioned above, for a water-treated Cab-O-Sil sample, isolated
silanols still remain, rather than hydrogen bonding to water
molecules in the presence of excess water. This fact is
consistent with the conclusion that they are not readily accessible
to form hydrogen bonds with H2O molecules.
Additional 1H-29Si CP29Si NMR Experiments. Additional

experiments based on29Si CP-MAS techniques described
previously66 have been carried out to explore the characteristics
of 29Si signals of silanols of Cab-O-Sil silica. One such
technique is the1H-29Si dipolar-dephasing (interrupted decou-
pling) 29Si CP-MAS experiment. In this experiment, after the
initial CP contact period, a 2τ dipolar-dephasing period (with
180° 1H and29Si pulses in the middle) is inserted before data
acquisition to allow1H-29Si dipolar dephasing to occur. During
the dephasing period, the isotropic part of the29Si chemical
shift can refocus for any interrupt time 2τ, whereas the
anisotropic part of the29Si chemical shift can refocus completely
only when 2τ is equal to 2ntr, wheren is an integer andtr is the
MAS rotation period. To the extent that the1H-29Si dipolar
interaction is inhomogeneous, it will refocus completely only
for any 2τ value equal tontr. A homogeneous1H-29Si dipolar
interaction cannot refocus completely for any choice ofτ.

(85) Parfitt, G. D.; Sing, K. S. W.Characterization of Powder Surfaces
Academic Press: London, New York, San Francisco, 1976; pp 353-420.

Figure 13. 29Si CP-MAS spectra of (a) D2O-exchanged M-5 Cab-O-
Sil (40 000 repetitions; 5 ms CP contact time; 6 s repetition delay; 900
mg sample); (b) Untreated M-5 Cab-O-Sil (40 000 repetitions; 5 ms
CP contact time; 0.6 s repetition delay; 300 mg sample); (c-e) D2O-
exchanged Cab-O-Sil, with three repetition delays, 0.6 s (c), 3.0 s (d),
and 10 s (e); (f-h) computer simulation/deconvolutions of (c), (d),
and (e).
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Figure 14 shows, from this kind of experiment, plots of the
deconvoluted peak intensities corresponding to the three types
of silicon sites of the untreated M-5 Cab-O-Sil silicaVs the
dipolar-dephasing period (which ranged from 0 to more than
4trot). Focusing on the points at 2τ ) 0, 2trot, and 4trot, one
sees that the peak intensity corresponding to geminal silanols
(-89 ppm) decays markedly with increasing1H-29Si dipolar-
dephasing time; the peak intensity corresponding to single
silanols (-99 ppm) decays less rapidly with increasing1H-
29Si dipolar dephasing time, while the peak intensity corre-
sponding to Q4 (-109 ppm) oscillates, but does not decay
substantially.
A 1H-29Si dipolar interaction behaves homogeneously over

a rotor period when (a) the1H spin states change by chemical
exchange or1H-1H flip-flops generated by1H-1H dipolar
interactions, (b) the rate of molecular motion of the1H-29Si
internuclear vector is in the vicinity of the MAS speed, and/or
(c) the29Si spin states change by chemical exchange or29Si-
29Si flip-flops due to29Si-29Si dipolar interactions. One expects
that this third possibility can be neglected, due to the chemical
nature of the system and the low natural abundance of29Si.
The total contribution (T2)-1 of intrinsic 29Si transverse relax-
ation to the dipolar-dephasing constant (T2′)-1 was measured
by a Hahn spin-echo experiment and found to be 19-1, 39-1,
and 80-1 ms-1, respectively, for the geminal silanol, single
silanol and Q4 peaks, respectively.
Because all of the inhomogeneous contributions (the CSA

and the inhomogeneous part of the1H-29Si dipolar interaction)
refocus each time that 2τ equals an even number of rotor periods
(2ntr), it becomes feasible to distinguish the homogeneous and

inhomogeneous1H spin behaviors by monitoring the intensity
of the29Si CP-MAS signal as a function of the dipolar-dephasing
time in terms of rotor periods. The loss of29Si magnetization
at even numbers of rotor periods, which can often be represented
by a simple exponential function with a time constantT2′,
reflects the homogeneous character of1H-29Si dipolar interac-
tions, which may also reflect the homogeneous character of1H-
1H dipolar interactions. Figure 14 shows the best-fit exponential
decay for the data points corresponding to 2τ ) 2ntr. The time
constants,T2′, obtained from these plots for each of the three
silicon sites of untreated M-5 Cab-O-Sil silica, measured at three
different spinning speeds, are summarized in Table 6.
Inspection of Table 6 shows qualitatively that higher spinning

rates correspond to largerT2′ values. Presumably higher-speed
MAS suppresses1H-1H spin diffusion by partially averaging
1H-1H dipolar interactions,86-90 rendering the1H-29Si dipolar
interactions less homogeneous and yielding largerT2′ values.
If the T2′ decay were due entirely to chemical exchange or
molecular motion,T2′ should be independent of the magic-angle
spinning speed, unless the time constants characteristic of these
processes were on the order oftr. Molecular motion or chemical
exchange at this rate (1-2 kHz) could broaden the peaks
substantially, if the excursions of resonance frequencies were
large enough to contribute substantially to (T2′)-1, so it appears
that 1H-1H spin diffusion must take place among the various
hydroxyl groups on the Cab-O-Sil silica surface.
Additional dramatic evidence of1H-1H spin exchange in

Cab-O-Sil silicas is seen in the29Si CP-MAS spectra obtained
with the1H decoupler turned off during detection. MAS should
still average the1H-29Si dipolar interaction during detection,
yielding a corresponding spinning sideband pattern, to the extent
that this interaction behaves inhomogeneously, i.e., to the extent
that the1H-29Si dipolar interaction is not altered (by chemical
reaction, motion, or1H-1H flip-flops) during a MAS rotation
period.66 Figure 15 shows proton-decoupled29Si CP-MAS
NMR spectra (top), along with the corresponding proton-coupled
spectra (bottom), obtained on untreated M-5 Cab-O-Sil silica
at three different MAS speeds. From the computer simulated/
deconvoluted spectra (also shown in Figure 15), the results from
which are summarized in Table 7, it can be seen that at each of
the three MAS speeds, the line widths of the peaks for geminal
and single silanols in the proton-coupled spectra are much larger
than those of the corresponding proton-decoupled spectra.
However, the line width of the siloxane peak is hardly changed
when proton decoupling is turned off. The broadening effect
on the silanol peaks in the proton-coupled spectra of Cab-O-
Sil seen in Figure 15 must be due to the homogeneous character
of 1H-29Si dipolar interaction, which in turn is due to changes
in the1H-29Si dipolar interaction during a rotor period because
of 1H-1H flip-flops, chemical exchange, and/or molecular

(86) Kessemeir, H.; Norberg, R. E.Phys. ReV. 1967, 155, 321.
(87) Haeberlen, U.; Waugh, J. S.Phys. ReV. 1969, 185, 420.
(88) Kubo, A.; McDowell, C. A.J. Chem. Soc., Faraday Trans. 11988,

84, 3713.
(89) Brunner, E.; Fenzke, D.; Freude, D.; Pfeifer, H.Chem. Phys. Lett.

1990, 169, 591.
(90) Brunner, E.; Freude, D.; Gerstein, B. C.; Pfeifer, H.J. Magn. Reson.

1990, 90, 90.

Figure 14. Plots of the deconvoluted peak intensities of the29Si CP-
MAS NMR spectra of untreated HS-5 Cab-O-SilVs 1H-29Si dipolar-
dephasing time, up to four rotor periods: (a) geminal silanols, (b) single
silanols, and (c) siloxane silicons. CP contact time 5 ms; MAS speed
1.6 kHz. Vertical dashed lines show odd numbers of rotor periods and
vertical solid lines show even numbers of rotor periods. The fitting
curves represent the best fits, from whichT2′ was derived.

Table 6. T2′ values of M-5 Cab-O-Sil Obtained in29Si CP-MAS
Dipolar-Dephasing Experiments at Various MAS Speeds

T2′ (ms)
MAS speed (kHz) rotor period (ms) Q2 Q3 Q4

1.2 825 0.90 1.6 6.5
1.6 625 1.5 3.0 11
2.0 500 1.4 3.0 15
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motion. The extent of the resulting broadening reflects the
combined effect of these changes and the strength of the1H-
29Si dipolar interactions.

The geminal silanol peak at about-89 ppm in the proton-
coupled29Si NMR spectra shown in Figure 15 is so severely
broadened that this region is hardly recognizable as a peak,
especially at lower MAS speeds. This broadening effect is
harsher than in the single silanol peak, indicating that the spin
diffusion rate is faster among the geminal silanol protons than
that in the single silanol protons.

Inspection of Table 7 reveals that at all three MAS speeds
examined, the single-silanol peak seems to lose roughly one-
third of its fully decoupled peak area in the spectra of Figure
15 obtained without proton decoupling. This apparent loss of
intensity can be attributed to the silanols that experience very
strong1H-29Si dipolar interactions; the29Si signals of these
silanols are broadened and apparently "lost" to the extent that
the “lost” intensity cannot be resolved from baseline noise
without the line-narrowing provided by high-power1H decou-

pling. The redistribution of intensity to spinning sidebands is
not detectable in the spectra available.
Qualitatively, the behavior displayed in Figure 15 is consistent

with the discussion of the1H-29Si dipolar-dephasing experiment
discussed above. Both types of experiments show the involve-
ment of1H spin diffusion in the29Si NMR behavior of geminal
silanols and single silanols, especially the former, on the Cab-
O-Sil silica surface, reflecting the1H-1H proximity associated
with hydrogen bonding.
A very direct correlation of1H CRAMPS dipolar-dephasing

behavior, as represented in Figure 7, with29Si CP-MAS signals
is obtained in a29Si-monitored 1H-1H dipolar-dephasing
experiment, in which1Hf29Si cross polarization is used to
transfer information on1H-1H dipolar dephasing to29Si spin
sets for observation. In this experiment,66 after an initial 90°
1H pulse and prior to1Hf29Si cross polarization, there is a1H-
1H dipolar-dephasing period (2τ, with a 180° 1H pulse in the
middle) with29Si decoupling, during which changes in1H spin
states and dipolar interactions (due to1H-1H flip-flops, chemical
exchange, and/or molecular motion) cause a nonrefocusable
decay of transverse1H magnetization. As discussed above for
the1H-29Si dipolar dephasing experiment, the inhomogeneous
behavior is refocused when 2τ ) ntr. Hence, magnetization of
those protons involved in the strongest (shortest, least mobile)
hydrogen bonds is most effectively dephased during 2τ ) 2ntr
and unavailable for CP transfer to29Si.
Figure 16 shows29Si CP-MAS NMR spectra obtained via

the 1H-1H dephasing1Hf29Si CP-MAS experiment, with
various1H-1H dipolar dephasing periods (2τ), including 625
µs (one rotor period) and 1250µs (two rotor periods), and CP
contact times of 100µs (left side) and 5 ms (right side). At
one rotor period of dipolar dephasing, the intensity of each peak
in the29Si CP-MAS spectrum has been dramatically attenuated,
compared with the spectrum obtained with 2-µs dipolar dephas-
ing (which is essentially the same as a normal CP-MAS
spectrum without any dipolar-dephasing period). The overall
attenuation of the transverse1H magnetization with 2τ ) ntr
for oddn results from the anisotropic part of the1H chemical
shift and from homogeneous character in the1H-1H dipolar
interaction, combined with changes in the1H spin states through

Figure 15. Proton-decoupled (top spectrum of each set) and proton-
coupled (bottom spectrum of each set)29Si CP-MAS spectra of untreated
HS-5 Cab-O-Sil at three different MAS speeds, as indicated: (a) 1.4
kHz, 60 000 accumulations, (b) 1.6 kHz, 40 600 accumulations, and
(c) 2.0 kHz, 40 000 accumulations. Computer simulated spectrum and
individual deconvoluted contributions are shown below each corre-
sponding experimental spectrum. CP contact time 5 ms.

Table 7. Line Widths and Peak Areas Derived for Deconvoluted
Peaks of29Si CP-MAS Spectra Obtained with and without1H
Decoupling

MAS speed 1H decouple peak LWHM (×10 Hz)a peak areab

1.4 kHz yes Q2 22 16
yes Q3 38 95
yes Q4 45 92
no Q2 52 10
no Q3 48 58
no Q4 47 94

1.6 kHz yes Q2 24 13
yes Q3 38 70
yes Q4 45 68
no Q2 40 12
no Q3 44 48
no Q4 45 61

2.0 kHz yes Q2 25 12
yes Q3 38 65
yes Q4 45 63
no Q2 35 8.8
no Q3 43 54
no Q4 45 60

a Line width at half maximum.b Arbitrary units. Estimated error:
(5% (of the number given).

Figure 16. 29Si CP-MAS NMR spectra of untreated HS-5 Cab-O-Sil
obtained as a function of1H-1H dipolar-dephasing periods (2τ) prior
to 1H-29Si cross polarization; (left side) CP contact time 100µs,
repetition delay 0.6 s, each spectrum is the result of 20 000 accumula-
tions; (right side) CP contact time 5 ms, repetition delay 0.6 s, each
spectrum is the result of 10 000 accumulations. One rotor period, 625
µs; two rotor periods, 1.25 ms.
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1H-1H flip-flops or chemical exchange and changes in the1H-
1H dipolar interaction due to molecular motion. Both the
isotropic part of the1H chemical shift and the inhomogeneous
portion of a1H-1H dipolar interaction refocus at 2τ ) ntr and
should therefore not contribute to the attenuation of the29Si
CP-MAS peak intensities of the spectra on the right side of
Figure 16 (e.g., for 2τ ) tr ) 625µs). When the1H-1H dipolar
dephasing time, 2τ , increases fromtr to 2tr, the peak intensities
in the spectrum shown in Figure 16 decrease (by∼35%), but
not as much as when changing 2τ from 2 µs to 625µs (about
63%). All three of the spectra on the right side of Figure 16 (5
ms contact time) have nearly the same line shape and relative
peak intensities, with perhaps a somewhat attenuated and
broadened Q2 peak and a somewhat broadened Q4 peak,
essentially differing from each other mainly in total spectral
intensity. Hence, because of averaging that occurs among
protons via spin exchange in a 5-ms period, all three types of
silicons appear to be affected nearly equally by1H-1H dipolar
dephasing.
During 1Hf29Si cross polarization in the experiment repre-

sented in Figure 16,1H-1H spin-spin flip-flops and chemical
exchange still operate and tend to bring the interacting protons
toward a mutual equilibration. Therefore, if one wishes to utilize
the CP-generated29Si NMR signal to monitor the status of1H
spin sets, then the cross polarization contact time should be kept
as short as possible to reflect the specific1H-1H dipolar
dephasing behavior of individual1H spin sets. Although a very
large (2.5-cm3) MAS rotor was employed in these experiments,
an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio could be achieved only with
a CP contact time of at least 100µs. The left side of Figure 16
shows the29Si CP-MAS NMR spectra obtained on untreated
HS-5 with a 100-µs CP contact time. The1H CRAMPS results
on untreated HS-5 Cab-O-Sil discussed above indicated that an
80-µs1H-1H dipolar-dephasing time was long enough to largely
eliminate1H magnetization due to the strongly coupled1H spin
reservoir generated by the hydrogen-bonded silanols. However,
Figure 16 indicates that, with a 80-µs 1H-1H dipolar dephasing
time prior to 1H-29Si cross polarization with a 100-µs CP
contact time, the peak intensities ofbothsilanols and siloxanes
are attenuated (about 62%), but not dephased completely. This
residual signal after a 80-µs dipolar-dephasing period is due to
the existence of isolated silanols of both single and geminal
silanol types, for which, as shown in the1H CRAMPS
experiments, the1H magnetization dephases with a much slower
rate. With a 240-µs 1H-1H dipolar-dephasing period prior to
a 100-µs 1Hf29Si CP contact time,1H spin polarization
responsible for the geminal silanol29Si signal, and to a lesser
extent that responsible for single silanols, are largely depleted
relative to the1H magnetization responsible for1Hf29Si CP
for Q4 silicons. The faster dephasing rate seen for geminal
silanol protons than that in single silanols indicates that a larger
proportion of geminal silanol protons is involved with hydrogen
bonding, in which1H-1H dipolar interactions are stronger. As
the individual1H-1H dipolar dephasing behaviors of the three
different 1H spin sets were reflected by the CP-generated29Si
signals in the spectra on the left side of Figure 16, we can
conclude that the 100-µs cross polarization contact time is short
enough to avoid completely “undermining” the “selective” cross
polarization strategy by rotating-frame1H spin exchange.
Inspection of spectra on the left side of Figure 16 reveals

that most of the1H spin polarization responsible for1H-29Si
CP is destroyed by a1H-1H dipolar dephasing time of 240µs
prior to a 100-µs 1Hf29Si cross polarization, and this effect is
especially harsh for geminal silanols. If the siloxane29Si CP-
MAS peak derived its29Si magnetization completely by cross

polarization from only the silanol protons, then the siloxane
29Si signal would be depleted (by the1H-1H dipolar-dephasing
process) by the same attenuation factor as that of the silanol
29Si peaks. Hence, we conclude that cross polarization from
some other source contributes at least some intensity to the
siloxane peak in29Si CP-MAS spectra obtained with1H-1H
dipolar-dephasing timesg240 µs. This non-silanol proton
source for cross polarization might be physisorbed water or
water that is “trapped” in the interior of the silica structure; in
the Cab-O-Sil case, water could perhaps be easily trapped by
rapid cooling during synthesis. “Trapped” water protons are
much more likely than surface-physisorbed water as the non-
silanol proton source, because the protons of the “trapped” water
might be much closer to siloxane silicons that constitute the
interior structure of Cab-O-Sil than the exterior silanol protons
are to their neighboring Q4 silicons.
Figure 17 shows1H-1H dephased29Si CP-MAS spectra

obtained on an untreated HS-5 Cab-O-Sil sample, based on a
1H-1H dephasing period 2τ ) 2tr (1.25 ms) prior to cross
polarization, using CP contact times of 0.1, 0.3, 1, and 5 ms.
All spectra in this figure are scaled to equal heights of the single
silanol (-99 ppm) peak to facilitate relative intensity compari-
sons. With a 0.1-ms contact time, therelatiVe intensity of the
29Si NMR signal corresponding to geminal silanols is almost
eliminated completely, whereas therelatiVe intensity of the
siloxane peak is enhanced. With a longer CP contact time of
0.3 ms, the same effects are seen in the spectra, but less
dramatically. During the 0.3-ms cross polarization period, spin
exchange permits the1H spin reservoir of the geminal silanols
to recover somewhat, as indicated by a substantialrelatiVe
intensity of the-89-ppm peak.
While direct long-range cross polarization of the geminal

silanol silicons from single-silanol proton magnetization that
survives dephasing isa priori a possible explanation of the

Figure 17. 29Si CP-MAS NMR spectra of untreated HS-5 Cab-O-Sil
with 2 µs (top spectrum of each set) and two rotor periods (1.25 ms,
bottom spectrum of each set) of1H-1H dipolar dephasing prior to four
different 1H-29Si cross polarization contact times,tCP. Repetition
delay: (a)tCP ) 100µs (top spectrum, 20 000 accumulations; bottom
spectrum, 25612 accumulations); (b)tCP) 300µs (top spectrum, 22 600
accumulations; bottom spectrum, 40 000 accumulations); (c)tCP ) 1
ms (top spectrum, 1000 accumulations; bottom spectrum, 34 000
accumulations); (d)tCP ) 5 ms (top spectrum, 1000 accumulations;
bottom spectrum, 10 000 accumulations).
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behavior seen in Figure 17,1H spin exchange among the silanols
is a more likely (i.e., more efficient) mechanism. The results
presented in Figure 17 show that the1H-1H rotating-frame spin
diffusion time constant is on the order of hundreds of micro-
seconds, while cross polarization time constants for silanol
protons to their nearest silicons are on the order of a few
milliseconds. Cross polarization time constants for silicons at
larger distances would be even larger. Hence,1H spin exchange
is the more likely mechanism for determining the29Si intensities
of geminal and single silanols during the 0.3-ms CP contact
period represented in Figure 17b. The communication among
different silanol1H spin reservoirs in Cab-O-Sil is sufficiently
fast that in a short 0.3-ms CP contact time period some geminal
silanol proton magnetization is re-established, even with a 1.25-
ms 1H-1H dipolar dephasing time, which is essentially long
enough to eliminate the proton magnetization of geminal
silanols. More recovery of1H magnetization in the geminal
silanol reservoir is found with 1- and 5-ms CP contact periods.
The three peaks in the29Si CP-MAS spectra in Figures 17c
and 17d achieve relative intensities that are close to their values
in the absence of a prior1H-1H dipolar dephasing period.
From deconvolutions (not shown here)73 of the spectra

presented in Figure 17, one can determine the sum of integrated
intensities of the peaks corresponding to single silanols and
geminal silanols in Figures 17a and 17b and use them to
determine a silanol intensity ratio between the spectra obtained
with 2 µs and two rotor periods of dipolar dephasing. When
the intensities used in computing this ratio are normalized to
the same number of accumulations, this ratio is determined to
be about 5:1 for each of these two CP contact times. That is,
approximately 4/5 of the combined signal intensities of these
two types of silanol29Si signals is destroyed by a 1.25-ms
duration of 1H-1H dipolar dephasing prior to1Hf29Si CP.
However, this magnitude of signal reduction is clearly not the
case for the siloxane peak in the same spectra, which has a
corresponding ratio of 3:1 for the spectra obtained with 2µs
and two rotor periods of dipolar dephasing. These results would
seem to indicate that the silanol silicons and siloxane silicons
have different CP1H sources for either a 0.1- or a 0.3-ms CP
contact time.
“Trapped” water molecules have already been implicated as

non-silanol proton CP sources for siloxane cross polarization
to explain the results shown in spectra on the left side of Figure
16 for a CP contact time of 0.1 ms. If the non-silanol portion
of the1H spin reservoir responsible for siloxane cross polariza-
tion were in communication with the1H spin reservoir respon-
sible for silanol cross polarization, the siloxane1H spin reservoir
would perturb the silanol protons as they achieved this pseu-
doequilibrium. Actually, with 1 to 5 ms CP contact time
(Figures 17c and 17d), the 2µs:6.25 ms intensity ratio for both
silanols and siloxanes is 3:1, implying that spin exchange
between the1H spin reservoirs of silanol groups and physisorbed
water is slow relative to a time scale of 1 ms, but occurs within
1 to 5 ms. These results imply structurally that physisorbed
water molecules and various silanols are not far from each other,
saye6 Å.
The most accepted view of the structure of fumed silicas is

that of small secondary particles attached together to form chains
with a “coordination number” of about 3, given no microporos-
ity.91 The secondary particles are formed by closed-packed,
nonporous, small (about 1.5 nm in diameter) primary particles.85

Even with primary particles of such small size, interparticle
microporosity might be detected by nitrogen adsorption if the

coordination number of the primary particle were 6 (cubic
packing), so investigators have been inclined toward the view
that packing within the secondary structure is probably char-
acterized by a high coordination number. The small particle
size and the high coordination number render the interparticle
region a significant contribution to the total surface area.
The interparticle contact area is referred to as the area in

which silanols on the two adjacent silica particles can interact
with each other. When silanols on two adjacent particles are
hydrogen bonded to each other, the maximum Si-to-Si distance
between the two particles would be the sum of the maximum
hydrogen bonding O---O distance (say, 3.3 Å), plus 2× 1.63
Å (Si-O distance92 ), which is about 6.6 Å. Water molecules
can easily go into this contact area, because the effective
diameter of a water molecule is only about 2.8 Å.93 Therefore,
not all interparticle contact areas are inaccessible to water
molecules. For a simple model of interparticle contact, we
assume that the area that is inaccessible to water molecules by
virtue of contact between two 1.5-nm-diameter spherical silica
particles is the area of a spherical cap in which the depth of the
cap is half the “diameter” of a “spherical” water molecule (0.14
nm). For this model we estimate, on the basis of simple analytic
geometry, that the fraction of spherical surface area that is
inaccessible to water molecules is 0.05 (5%) per contact. For
a coordination number of 6-12, the inaccessible area comes to
30 to 50% of the total surface area of a fumed silica, which is
a very substantial fraction. This estimated range of values is,
of course, dependent on the particle size, the coordination
number, and the assumption regarding the detailed meaning of
a term like “interparticle contact areassinaccessible to water
molecules”, and could vary over a large range. In any case,
this range of values is consistent with the value 32% that was
found for the percentage of silanol protons of Cab-O-Sil that
are not D2O exchangeable (Vide supra). For 20-nm-diameter
particles, the value per contact is reduced to 0.6% from 5%.
Hence we can expect that the contact area between silica gel
particles (usually with diameters larger than 50 nm) can be
neglected without any doubt. In other words, almost all the
surface silanols in silica gel should be accessible by water
molecules and therefore can form hydrogen bonds to water
molecules in untreated samples. This is a major difference
between silica gel and fumed silica.

1H CRAMPS and high-speed MAS-only experiments indicate
that isolatedsilanols constitute about 15% of the total silanols
on an untreated Cab-O-Sil silica surface (Table 2). Silicas
consisting of 20-nm (diameter) particles would not have this
much (15%) inaccessible interparticle area. We therefore concur
with the view that the primary particles of fumed silica are
extremely small, possibly with a 1.0-1.5-nm diameter. In
addition to the 30-50% inaccessible (not hydrogen bonded to
water) silanols that one might expect from a very simple model
of interparticle contacts of silica particles of 1.0-1.5-nm
diameter, one would also expect additional numbers of silanols
(an additional fraction of the fumed silica particle surface) to
be inaccessible to D2O exchange or hydrogen bonding with
water due to interstitial “voids” that occur in the close packing
of particles. Thus, if the fumed silica particles really are as
small as 1.0-1.5 nm, and really are close packed, then a
substantial fraction of the interparticle contact areas in the outer
layers of particle clusters must be capable of interacting
(hydrogen bonding) with water. Indeed, perhaps it is the
properties of the secondary particles that are responsible for
some of the patterns observed in this study.

(91) Broekhoff, J. C. P.; Linsen, B. G.Physical and Chemical Aspects
of Adsorbents and Catalysts; Academic Press: London and New York.

(92) Wells, F. A.Structural Inorganic Chemistry5th ed.; Claredon
Press: Oxford, UK, 1984; p 1000.

(93) Reference 92, p 656.
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Summary and Conclusions. Perhaps the most interesting
feature of the Cab-O-Sil surface is the existence in the untreated
sample of both isolated and hydrogen-bonded silanols, in
contrast to the untreated silica gel surface, on which all silanols
are hydrogen bonded to each other and/or adsorbed water
molecules. Both single silanols and geminal silanols in
untreated or water-saturated Cab-O-Sil silica can exist as
hydrogen bonded or non-hydrogen bonded, i.e., isolated, but
the isolated silanol site is present on the silica gel surface only
after evacuation. Cab-O-Sil silica is produced at high temper-
atures in a flame, and therefore it is reasonable to assume that
some surface hydroxyl groups are trapped at the contact points
between two or more silica globules obtained during the process
of aggregation. Some of these “interparticle” hydroxyl groups,
as well as silanols in interstices between particles, apparently
have little chance to be accessible by water molecules because
of steric hindrance.
Cab-O-Sil silica is non-porous and physisorbed molecules

held only on the exterior surface. This is consistent with the
1H NMR results that demonstrate the facile adsorption and
desorption of moisture (Vide supra). Weakly-bounded phys-
isorbed water on the Cab-O-Sil surface can be depleted by
spinning the sample, if the sample tube is not sealed. This
behavior is typically not found for the silica gel system, probably
because the adsorbed water is entrapped in pores in the case of
silica gel.

Dehydration studies of the Cab-O-Sil system reveal that the
elimination of water adsorbed in the molecular form is basically
complete at 25°C under vacuum (3× 10-3 Torr). The partial
elimination of Cab-O-Sil’s silanol coating occurs at about 225-
350 °C. At higher temperatures, essentially only isolated
silanols are left on the Cab-O-Sil surface.
Compared with silica gel,29Si NMR spectra of Cab-O-Sil

have larger line widths for all three types of silicon sites. This
implies a larger dispersion of local surface geometries, e.g.,
wider range of variation of Si-O-Si angles between adjacent
siloxane tetrahedra. Because of the high temperature (1700°C)
used in the production of Cab-O-Sil, more siloxane bridges with
a variety of Si-O-Si bond angles can be locked in upon rapid
cooling.
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